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Field evidence of beach profile evolution toward equilibrium
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Abstract An equilibrium framework is used to describe the evolution of the cross-shore profile of five
beaches (medium grain size sand) in southern California. Elevations were observed quarterly on cross-shore
transects extending from the back beach to 8 m depth, for 3–10 years. Transects spaced 100 m in the along-
shore direction are alongshore averaged into nineteen 700–900 m long sections. Consistent with previous
observations, changes about the time average profile in many sections are captured by the first mode
empirical orthogonal function (EOF). The first EOF poorly describes sections with hard substrate (less than
roughly 80% sandy bottom) and also fails near the head of a submarine canyon and adjacent to an inlet. At
the 12 well-described sections, the time-varying amplitude of the first EOF, the beach state A, describes the
well-known seasonal sand exchange between the shoreline and offshore (roughly between 4 and 7 m
depth). We show that the beach state change rate dA/dt depends on the disequilibrium between the pres-
ent state A and wave conditions, consistent with the equilibrium concepts of Wright and Short (1984) and
Wright et al. (1985). Empirically determined, optimal model coefficients using the framework of Yates et al.
(2009a, 2011) vary between sections, but a single set of globally optimized values performs almost as well.
The model implements equilibrium concepts using ad hoc assumptions and empirical parameter values.
The similarity with observed profile change at five southern California beaches supports the underlying
model equilibrium hypotheses, but for unknown reasons the model fails at Duck, NC.

1. Introduction

Worldwide, almost 1 billion people live at elevations within 10 m of present sea level and this population is
increasing dramatically [McGranahan et al., 2007]. Sandy beaches provide recreational space, drive tourist
economies, and protect coastal infrastructure from flooding and erosion. Sandy beaches are dynamic; in
southern California, the beach width typically changes by 20 m between summer and winter. Understand-
ing beach profile response to both energetic waves and calms will be crucial as rising seas encroach on
coastal infrastructure and climate change modifies storm frequency and intensity [Stocker et al., 2013].

The time-averaged flux of sediment through a vertical cross section, the relatively small difference between
onshore and offshore fluxes, is difficult to measure or model accurately. Process-based models of cross-
shore beach profile evolution estimate sand level changes from cross-shore gradients of the net fluxes
[Roelvink and Brøker, 1993]. These models require extensive tuning because many processes involved are
understood poorly. XBeach [Roelvink et al., 2009], a widely used process-based model [Callaghan et al.,
2013], has limitations. McCall et al. [2010] applied a nonphysical erosion limiter to XBeach in order to repro-
duce barrier island evolution during a hurricane. Pender and Karunarathna [2013] used XBeach to model
annual to decadal beach profile change, switching between the original storm erosion module when the
arbitrarily predefined storm wave height threshold was exceeded and a newly created recovery module
during smaller wave conditions. Unibest-TC, another process-based model, allowed for net shoreward sedi-
ment transport and reproduced on and offshore sandbar migration, growth, and decay [Ruessink et al.,
2007; Walstra et al., 2012]. However, the shoreline location was held fixed. Energetics models use parameter-
izations of hydrodynamic forcing and sediment response different from XBeach and Unibest-TC and also
successfully simulate cross-shore sandbar migration [Thornton et al., 1996; Gallagher et al., 1998; Hoefel and
Elgar, 2003; Kuriyama, 2012; Dubarbier et al., 2015]. Process-based models are in continual development and
will ultimately provide quantitative understanding of profile evolution by coupling detailed understanding
of each underlying process. Equilibrium profile models do not estimate sediment fluxes and instead rely on
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the hypothesis that for given wave conditions, profiles tend asymptotically toward a unique equilibrium
shape. If the equilibrium framework is shown to produce realistic macroscopic behavior, then equilibrium
ideas can be used to evaluate and inspire process-based models.

Pelnard-Consid�ere [1956] and Bakker [1968] coupled conservation of mass with a profile’s tendency to main-
tain particular shapes to predict the spatial and temporal evolution of coastal contours. Bruun [1954] recog-
nized recurring x2=3 beach profile shapes (x is the cross-shore distance from the shoreline) in hundreds of
observed beach profiles, and models designed to reproduce similar geometric shapes, using mass conserva-
tion fundamentally, have been used to describe profile evolution [Kriebel and Dean, 1985; Larson and Kraus,
1989; Dean, 1991; Kriebel and Dean, 1993]. Holman et al. [2014] superimposed sandbars on another profile
shape. Davidson and Turner [2009] constructed a profile evolution model using a different spatial shape and
a constant wave threshold to determine the sense (erosion or accretion) of profile evolution. Similar to Pen-
der and Karunarathna [2013], the threshold does not depend on the present profile state or antecedent
wave conditions. In the model developed below, the equilibrium shape, and the sense of profile evolution
(shoreline erosion or accretion), is determined by the observations. Mass is not necessarily conserved in the
observations or model.

Wright and Short [1984] identified descriptive two-dimensional equilibrium morphologies that depend on
the value of the parameter, X5Hb=ðwsTÞ, where Hb is the breaking wave height, ws the sediment settling
velocity, and T is wave period. Wright et al. [1985] noted that beach response to incident wave conditions is
not instantaneous, but rather evolves toward the equilibrium state at a rate dependent on both the incident
wave conditions and the present beach state (and hence the recent wave history). More recently, this con-
cept demonstrates skill at predicting the observed alongshore-averaged bar crest position [Plant et al.,
1999; Pape et al., 2010], shoreline location [Miller and Dean, 2004; Yates et al., 2009a, 2011; Davidson et al.,
2013; Castelle et al., 2014; Splinter et al., 2014], and beach three dimensionality [Plant et al., 2006; Stokes
et al., 2015] on a broad range of beaches.

Here the equilibrium hypothesis is further explored with up to 10 years of quarterly beach profiles at five
southern California sites. Beach profile time series of this length, frequency, and spatial coverage, described
in section 2, provide a unique opportunity to evaluate equilibrium profile models. In section 3, the state A of
the evolving profile is characterized using empirical orthogonal function (EOF) analysis [Winant et al., 1975;
Aubrey, 1979; Aubrey et al., 1980]. The relationship of A to incident waves is broadly consistent with the equi-
librium framework of Wright et al. [1985] (section 4). Aubrey et al. [1980] and Larson et al. [2000] also related
statistical modes to the wavefield, although they did not employ an equilibrium response. An equilibrium
beach state model following Yates et al. [2009a, 2011] is developed and tested in section 5, and alternative
model formulations are explored. In section 6, the model is extended from beach state A to the depth pro-
file. As summarized in section 7, the similarity with observed profile change in southern California supports
the underlying model equilibrium hypotheses, but for unknown reasons the model fails at Duck, NC.

2. Observations

2.1. Field Sites
Sand levels and waves are monitored at five beaches within an 80 km reach in San Diego County, southern
California (Figure 1): Imperial Beach (IB), Torrey Pines (T), Cardiff (C), Solana (S), and Camp Pendleton (P). The
sand is medium grained (median D50 5 0.20 6 0.05 mm) but with considerable alongshore and cross-shore
variation (Table 1) [Haas, 2005; Yates et al., 2009b]. Hard substrate at some locations [Moffatt and Nichol,
2010] affects profile change. Imperial Beach has a few offshore cobble patches in the south, adjacent to the
cobbly shoal of the Tijuana River mouth (1 km south of the southernmost considered transect). A 450 m,
recreational pier is located at the IB central section, and there are two short 100–150 m jetties in the north-
ern region. Torrey Pines has some cobble patches and reef in the north (Figure 2a), where Los Peasquitos
lagoon mouth connects to the ocean (section T9, Figure 2a). Scripps submarine canyon is just offshore to
the south (Figure 2a). Torrey Pines is the study location of Shepard [1950], Inman [1953], Inman and Rusnak
[1956], Winant et al. [1975], Aubrey [1979], Aubrey et al. [1980], and others. Solana Beach has reef in the
south and north (Figure 6a, discussed below), and the San Dieguito Lagoon mouth is a few 100 m south of
the southernmost transect. Cardiff Beach has reef and cobble patches in the south (Figure 6a, discussed
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below), and the San Elijo Lagoon mouth is a few 100 m north of the northernmost transect. Beach width
and shoreface slope vary seasonally and alongshore. Typical values are in Table 1.

2.2. Waves
Waves are seasonal in southern California, with winter storms and summer calms. The offshore Channel
Islands create coastal wave shadows [Pawka, 1983], and wave refraction over submarine canyons and other
features contributes to alongshore variability in wave characteristics. Island blocking and refraction over
local coastal bathymetry are modeled numerically (Figure 1). Swell wave (0.04–0.1 Hz) predictions are initial-
ized with buoys near and seaward of the island system (triangles, Figure 1). Sea wave (0.08–0.5 Hz) propaga-
tion models are driven with nearby nearshore buoys (circles, Figure 1). Hourly directional wave properties
are estimated every 100 m alongshore at Monitoring and Prediction (MOP) locations, in 10 m depth, and
alongshore averaged within each 700–900 m long section (T8 is shown in Figure 2d). The swell model
[O’Reilly and Guza, 1998] compares favorably with nearshore buoys in the present study area [Young et al.,
2012].

2.3. Sand Levels
Sand levels were measured on cross-shore transects spaced 100 m (50 m at Camp Pendleton) apart in the
alongshore, from the backbeach to �8 m depth (Figure 2a), using GPS-equipped platforms [Seymour et al.,
2005]. Bias and root-mean-square errors (RMSE, defined in Appendix A) are each roughly 10–15 cm. Although
labor-intensive relative to remote sensing techniques, the errors are smaller [Wengrove et al., 2013]. Approxi-
mately quarterly surveys were acquired for 3–10 years with alongshore spans between 1.4 km (Cardiff) and
7.3 km (Torrey Pines, Table 2). Profiles were created by bin-averaging elevation data in 20 m alongshore by
1 m cross-shore bins centered on the predetermined cross-shore transect lines, applying a 2 m cross-shore
moving average, and splining to a 1 m grid wherever breaks in data do not exceed 20 m. Southern California
beach profiles vary seasonally (Figure 2c). In summer, an elevated subaerial berm forms, while in winter the
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Figure 1. Plan view of southern California Bight. Wave buoys are used to initialize the swell wave propagation model (triangles) and to estimate local seas (circles). Inset shows zoom of
region containing study beaches (black rectangles/bold labels). Colors show modeled wave energy every 100 m along the coast in 10 m water depth at 5:30 A.M. on 1 April 2012. Island
shadowing causes significant gradients in wave energy along the coast.
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subaerial beach erodes and an off-
shore bar develops [Shepard, 1950;
Winant et al., 1975; Aubrey, 1979;
Aubrey et al., 1980; Yates et al., 2009a,
2009b].

Subaerial sand levels were measured
more frequently (approximately
monthly) at low tide on alongshore
transects, spaced approximately
10 m apart in the cross shore (Figure
2b). Subaerial cross-shore transects
with 1 m resolution were created by

interpolating observations within 20 m wide alongshore swaths around the predetermined cross-shore
transect line, onto the transect line. These subaerial measurements were not used in the analysis below but
are sometimes shown to aid visual interpretation of the results.

On each transect, time series of sand level are created at the cross-shore locations with mean depths from
29 to 12 m (relative to MSL) at 1 m intervals. Transects missing more than half of the elevation data at
these locations were discarded. Then, cross-shore locations missing more than half of the remaining time
series were thrown out. Lastly, survey dates missing more than half of the remaining grid points were not
used. The surveys were divided into 700–900 m alongshore sections, and elevation time series at each
depth alongshore averaged, and the mean removed. After this, no more than 3% of the profile data were
missing at each beach section and these gaps were linearly interpolated first in space and then in time for
the analysis below. Torrey Pines sections (T1–T9) are shown in Figure 2a, and Cardiff (C1–C2) and Solana
Beach (S1–S3) in Figure 6a (discussed below). The shoreline elevation for section T8 (green in Figure 2d,

Figure 2. (a) Plan view of Torrey Pines Beach. Cross-shore survey transects (15 January 2013) are colored by depth (see color bar). Background colors/shading indicates substrate type
(see legend) from multibeam and side scan sonar [Moffatt and Nichol, 2010]. Sections T1–T9 are indicated. (b) Plan view of T1–T3 sections showing colored-by-elevation subaerial (all ter-
rain vehicle) survey tracks (12 June 2014). (c) Vertical elevation versus cross-shore distance for summer bermed (red) and winter barred (blue) profiles on a typical T8 transect. The shore-
line x 5 0 is the cross-shore location where the time-average sand elevation equals MSL. (d) Offshore (10 m depth) wave energy (black, left axis) and sand elevation at x 5 0 (green, right
axis) versus time. Results are averaged over the eight transects in section T8.

Table 1. Survey Site Characteristics

Survey Site Beach Widtha (m) Beach Slopeb MSL D50 (mm)c

Imperial 30–60 0.02–0.03 0.25
Torrey Pines 20–100 0.02–0.03 0.23
Solana 10–50 0.03–0.04
Cardiff 20–40 0.03–0.04 0.16
Camp Pendleton 60–80 0.03 0.20

aBeach width is the time-averaged distance from the back beach to the MSL
contour.

bBeach slope is calculated as the time-averaged slope between 21 and 11 m
elevations relative to MSL. The beach face is concave; beach slope steepens
higher on the beach.

cD50 is median grain size diameter.
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including both subaerial and profile surveys) shows the expected summer accretion and winter erosion. Not
surprisingly, vertical changes are reduced over (intermittently exposed) offshore reefs (e.g., Figure 3). Sand
level changes are unusually large in the offshore portion of section T1 located near a submarine canyon
(Figure 3).

3. Empirical Orthogonal Function Analysis

Empirical orthogonal function (EOF) analysis (Appendix B) [Lorenz, 1956] is used to decompose the profiles
into the basic functions that most efficiently explain the data variance [Davis, 1976]. The first mode explains
more variance than any other mode. Typical EOF mode 1 (hereafter EOF 1) temporal amplitude A(t) (e.g.,
Torrey Pines section T8, Figure 4a) and spatial shape W(x) functions (Figure 4b) correspond to a seasonal
bar-berm rocking of sand between the shoreline (near mean sea level) and offshore (roughly 4–7 m depth)
[Winant et al., 1975; Aubrey, 1979; Aubrey et al., 1980; Yates et al., 2009a]. In summer, A> 0, and the profile is
bermed. In winter, A< 0, and the profile is more strongly barred. Observed and reconstructed profiles using
EOF 1 only are generally similar (Figures 4c and 4d), with the highest skill (defined in Appendix A) near the
shoreline and offshore bar crest (R2> 0.5 near x 5 0 and 2200 m, blue curve in Figure 4e). Reconstruction

Table 2. Description of Survey Observationsa

Survey Site Alongshore Length (km) Date Range # Subaerial Surveysb # Profile Surveysc # Transects/Profile Survey

Imperial 2.1 Jan 2009 to Aug 2012 32 16 21
Torrey Pines 7.5 Apr 2004 to Jun 2014 138 36 74
Solana 2.3 May 2008 to Oct 2012 36 18 23
Cardiff 1.4 Jun 2007 to Oct 2010 44 16 14
Camp Pendleton 1.5 Feb 2007 to Oct 2010 31 14 30

aIn total, more than 4000 km of survey tracks are analyzed.
bFor the regions and time periods considered, and assuming six alongshore lines per subaerial survey (the typical number of lines on

a narrow beach with a weak spring low tide; twice as many lines are driven on a wide beach with an extreme spring tide), over 2000 km
of subaerial survey tracks have been driven.

cFor the regions and time periods considered, and estimating 500 m as the typical length of a cross-shore profile transect, over
2000 km of profile survey track have been acquired.

Figure 3. Standard deviation of elevation versus mean elevation for selected cross-shore transects (see legend). Standard deviation is
lower at reefy (red swath) than sandy (blue swath) sections. Offshore (9 m mean depth) sand level fluctuations are anomalously large near
a submarine canyon (T1, black).
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skill is low offshore (x 5 2350 m), but elevation fluctuations are small (standard deviation �0.1 m, red dash-
dotted line in Figure 4e). EOF 1 contains 56% of the total variance of all cross-shore locations at T8.

The empirical model for beach change developed below (sections 4 and 5) relies crucially on the existence
of the spatially coherent fluctuations captured in EOF 1, similar to section T8 (Figure 4). Seasonal cross-
shore rocking was at least weakly detectable at all sections (variation from purple to green in Figure 5a)
except T1 just onshore of a submarine canyon. At T1, shaded gray in Figure 5a, the entire profile tends to
rise and fall in tandem. Six additional sections were anomalous with either fewer than five substantially
coherent cross-shore locations (purple diamonds in Figure 5c) and/or less than half the total variance

Figure 4. Torrey Pines, section T8. (a) Beach state (EOF 1 temporal amplitude A) versus time. (b) EOF 1 spatial weights W versus cross-
shore distance x. (c) Elevation versus x for observed mean, summer, winter profiles (solid curves), and summer and winter EOF 1 recon-
structions (dashed). (d) As in Figure 4c but with the mean profile removed to increase visibility. The observed and reconstructed profiles
are similar, and EOF 1 describes 56% of the total (over all cross-shore locations) variance. (e) R2 between observed and EOF-reconstructed
sand level (solid blue curve) and standard deviation of observed elevation (red dash-dotted curve, right axis) versus x.
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explained (purple diamonds in Figure 5d). Anomalous sections are rocky (Figures 6a and 6b) [Moffatt and
Nichol, 2010], and/or near a canyon or lagoon mouth (labeled in Figures 5 and 6). Twelve sandy sites (IB1,
IB2, IB3, T2, T3, T4, T5, T8, S2, C2, P1, P2, unshaded sections in Figure 5, and bold axis labels in Figures 5 and
6b), away from reefs, a lagoon mouth, and a submarine canyon, were analyzed for equilibrium behavior.

4. Observational Evidence of Equilibrium Beach Profiles

The beach state change rate, dA/dt, and average wave energy, hEi, between a pair of consecutive surveys are
only weakly correlated (average R2 5 0.25 at all 12 sections). Despite the low correlation, the results are consist-
ent with equilibrium theory: the beach state change rate depends not only on the incident wave energy, but
also on the present state of the profile. In Figure 7a, the beach state change rate between surveys, dA/dt,
depends on both hEi and the state of the beach of the first of the two consecutive surveys, A(t0). For a given
hEi, the profile can change toward a more or less barred beach (color bar in Figure 7a), depending on A(t0). The
observations are equilibrium like, but the details are distorted by wave averaging between surveys [Yates et al.,
2009a]. The equilibrium wave energy, Eeq, is the E for which a given initial beach state does not change (dashed
black line drawn by eye in Figure 7a). If the beach is out of equilibrium with the incident waves, it moves
toward the equilibrium shape. For example, with hEi5 0.068 m2 (black dotted horizontal line in Figure 7a), a
beach with an initially eroded shoreline and developed offshore bar (left black dot, A 5 20.28, Figure 7a, blue
profile with circles in Figure 7b) will move toward the equilibrium profile (black line in Figure 7b) with offshore
bar erosion and beach face accretion (blue arrows with circle base in Figure 7b). Conversely, with the same hEi,

Figure 5. EOF performance at all sites. (a) EOF 1 spatial weights W versus mean elevation and section (W color bar at top). The anomalous W of T1 is shaded gray. (b) R2 between
observed and EOF-reconstructed sand level versus mean elevation and section (R2 color bar at top). (c) Number of reconstructed cross-shore locations with R2> 0.5 at each section. In
Figures 5b and 5c, sites with four or fewer cross-shore locations with R2> 0.5 are shaded gray. (d) Fraction of the total variance (all cross-shore locations) explained by EOF 1 at each sec-
tion (ranging from 0.42 to 0.75, where shaded gray values are <0.5). Analysis is focused on the 12 sections well described by EOF 1 (bold on vertical axis and lacking gray shading).
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a beach with a well-developed berm and no offshore bar (right black dot, A 5 10.28, Figure 7a, red profile with
diamonds in Figure 7b) moves toward the same equilibrium profile (black line in Figure 7b), with onshore
berm erosion and offshore bar accretion (red arrows with diamond base in Figure 7b). Although wave averag-
ing between surveys blurs Figure 7, dA/dt appears to increase when hEi is farther from the equilibrium wave
energy Eeq (as the deviation from the dashed black line in Figure 7a increases). Figure 7 is similar to Yates et al.
[2009a] for location of the MSL contour, but extended to the profile state. The axes (flipped) of Figure 7 resem-
ble the axes of Wright and Short [1984, Figure 12] and Wright et al. [1985, Figure 9], but instead of descriptive 2-
D beach states, the beach state is simplified to cross-shore profiles and quantified using the EOF. The present
observations span intermediate states (Iribarren number 0.3–0.7), and A> 0 is more reflective than A< 0,
according to Wright and Short [1984] and Wright et al. [1985]. The undistorted equilibrium energy relationship
(solid black line in Figure 7a) is now estimated from the model using hourly wave conditions that resolve indi-
vidual storms.

5. Equilibrium Beach State Model

5.1. State Model Formulation
A 1-D equilibrium beach profile state model is developed that extends the shoreline model of Yates et al.
[2009a, 2011], which was inspired by Wright and Short [1984], Wright et al. [1985], and Miller and Dean [2004].

Figure 6. (a) Plan view of Cardiff (C1 and C2) and Solana (S1, S2, and S3) Beach sections and bottom type identified by multibeam and
side scan sonar [Moffatt and Nichol, 2010]. Blue lines are survey cross-shore transects. Sections C2 and S2 (green solid line boxes) are well
described by EOF 1, and C1, S3, and S1 (purple dotted boxes) are not. (b) For all sections, substrate type (top black axis) and number of
cross-shore locations well described (R2> 0.5) by the EOF 1 reconstruction (bottom blue axis) versus alongshore section. Sand substrate is
white, unknown is gray, and ‘‘not sand’’ is black as in the legend in Figure 6a. With the exception of slightly cobbly sections IB1 and T8, sub-
strate classified as ‘‘not sand’’ is reef. Sections with relatively low % sand tend to have relatively few locations that are well described by
EOF 1. For example, section C2 is almost all sand, and 7 (of 12) cross-shore locations are well reconstructed by EOF 1 (in Figure 6b, values
greater than 5 are green circles). Section C1 is about 70% sand, and only two cross-shore locations are well reconstructed by EOF 1 (in Fig-
ure 6b, values less than 5 are purple diamonds). The sections well described by EOF 1 in general are labeled in bold on the right axis of Fig-
ure 6b. Well-described sections have more than half their total variance explained by EOF 1 (see Figure 5d), and EOF 1 reconstructs five or
more cross-shore locations with R2> 0.5 (as in Figures 5c and 6b). T1 is onshore of a submarine canyon and T9 contains a lagoon mouth.
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The instantaneous beach state change rate dA/dt is assumed proportional to the instantaneous energy E and
energy disequilibrium DE

dA
dt

5C6E1=2DE; (1)

where C6 are empirical change rate coefficients for accretion (C1 for DE< 0) and erosion (C2 for DE> 0).
The factor E1=2 ensures small changes in A when E is small. The sign of dA/dt is determined by the sign of
the energy disequilibrium,

Figure 7. (a) Beach state change rate, dA/dt (see color scale), versus average wave energy between profile observations, hEi, and initial
beach state, A, for sections well described by EOF 1, where A is the temporal amplitude of EOF 1. The dashed black line (drawn by eye) sep-
arates change toward a barred profile (blue) from change toward a bermed profile (red). With hEi50:068 m2 (significant wave height
Hs 5 1.04 m, dotted black horizontal line), all profiles evolve toward Aeq 5 20.01, the equilibrium state given by the intersection of the dot-
ted and dashed black lines. The solid black line is the more accurate equilibrium relationship, calculated by optimizing model parameters
(i.e., dashed vertical lines in Figure 10) in equations (1)–(3) using hourly waves. (b) Example initial and equilibrium profiles for the scenarios
circled in black in Figure 7a. Arrows show the direction of beach change toward the equilibrium profile. The rate and direction of profile
change depends not only on the incident wave energy, but also on the present beach state.
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DE5E2Eeq Að Þ: (2)

For simplicity, a linear equilibrium relationship is assumed,

Eeq Að Þ5aA1b; (3)

where a and b are empirical parameters. For a given beach state, A, the equilibrium energy Eeq is the wave
energy that causes no profile change. Rearranging (3) yields the equilibrium beach state for a given wave
energy,

Aeq5
E2b

a
: (4)

With constant E, the approach to equilibrium is exponential,

A tð Þ5 A02Aeq
� �

e 2aC6E1=2tð Þ1Aeq; (5)

where A0 is the initial beach state, and (A0 2 Aeq) is the initial disequilibrium. The four free parameters, C6,
a, and b, are found as a best fit (minimum root-mean-square error (RMSE); Appendix A) between the obser-
vations and the model forced with hourly wave estimates. This nonlinear optimization problem is solved
with simulated annealing [Kirkpatrick and Vecchi, 1983; Barth and Wunsch, 1990], a simple method that can
navigate many local minima.

5.2. State Model Skill and Error
The equilibrium model for beach state, A, equations (1)–(3), was tested on the 12 beach sections where the
first mode EOF well describes the profile observations (IB1, IB2, IB3, T2, T3, T4, T5, T8, S2, C2, P1, and P2). At
T8, modeled and observed A are well correlated (Figure 8b), and at all sites R2> 0.75 and NMSE< 0.25 (Fig-
ure 8c). (Skill or R2, and NMSE are defined in Appendix A.) Additional examples of modeled and observed A
are in supporting information Figure S1. The model A error is consistently and anomalously large during the
energetic El Ni~no winter 2009–2010 (Figure 9). Shoreface erosion (and offshore accretion) was overpre-
dicted using model parameter values largely determined by more moderate conditions. The effect of vary-
ing the duration and intensity (e.g., including El Ni~no) of calibration periods on model performance is
usually not strong, as discussed further below.

Figure 8. (a) Torrey Pines section T8 observed wave energy, E (blue), and modeled equilibrium wave energy, Eeq (red), versus time. (b) Observed (blue) and modeled (red) A (beach state)
versus time at T8. When E> Eeq, the EOF temporal amplitude A decreases (the model beach face erodes and offshore bar accretes). When E< Eeq, A increases (beach face accretes and
offshore bar erodes). Gray vertical bar is time period detailed in Figure 12. (c) Beach state model normalized mean square error (NMSE, blue) and skill (R2, red and on top axis) versus sec-
tions well described by EOF 1. Modeled A has NMSE< 0.25 and R2> 0.75 at all modeled sections.
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5.3. State Model Parameter Values and Transportability
Best fit model free parameters vary between sites (Figures 10a–10d). However, model performance is similar
using a single set of parameters fit to all 12 sections (vertical dashed lines in Figures 10a–10d). The NMSE
for the universal parameters is generally only slightly larger than with section-specific parameters (compare
open circles with dark triangles in Figure 10e). As in Yates et al. [2009a, 2011] shoreline model, the free
parameter values are not well constrained by the observations. For example, the horizontal bars in Figure
10d indicate the wide range of values for a for which the RMSE changes by less than 10% while holding
other parameters constant. Furthermore, changes from optimal in one free parameter can be compensated
by changes in other parameters such that the error minima in the four-dimensional parameter space are
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legend) are over the five sections at Torrey Pines (T2, T3, T4, T5, and T8) that are well described by EOF 1. Mean errors are extreme during
the energetic 2010 El Ni~no; shoreline erosion and offshore accretion are overpredicted.
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even more broad (not shown). Spatial variability in model parameter values has been ascribed to sand grain
size and other physical factors [Davidson et al., 2013; Splinter et al., 2014; Stokes et al., 2015], but is only
physically significant if the parameters are well constrained.

5.4. Alternative Beach State Model Formulations
Beach state model performance is relatively insensitive to details. For example, modeled beach state NMSE
is increased only slightly by setting C1 5 C2 and solving for three instead of four free parameters for each
section at Torrey Pines (compare gray X with filled black circles in Figure 11). Using the same four optimal
free parameters for all Torrey Pines sections also only slightly degrades results (green square in Figure 11).
However, a constant Eeq significantly degrades model performance (open black circles in Figure 11) because
the observed dependence of the beach state change rate on the present beach state (e.g., the variation of
color along a line of constant <E> in Figure 7a) is not modeled. Constant Eeq here is similar in principal to
the constant Xeq5 <Hb=ðwsTÞ> (< > is time average) equilibrium condition used by Davidson and Turner
[2009] and Davidson et al. [2010].

Model performance was insensitive to including wave period T in equation (1) when replacing E1=2 (propor-
tional to significant wave height Hs) with Hs=T, HsT, and HsT 2,

dA
dt

5C6 Hs

T
H2

s

T 2
2 aA1bð Þ

� �
; (6)

dA
dt

5C6HsT H2
s T 22 aA1bð Þ

� �
; (7)

dA
dt

5C6HsT 2 H2
s T 42 aA1bð Þ

� �
; (8)

where the parameters were recalibrated for each alternate formulation (Figure 11). Yates et al. [2009a] found
their equilibrium shoreline model performed similarly for several formulations including replacing E1=2 by E,
E2, the radiation stress component Sxx, or X5Hb=ðwsTÞ (Hb is the breaker height and ws the sediment set-
tling velocity). Miller and Dean [2004] showed that different rate proportionalities including Hb, Hb

2; Hb
3, or

X were more effective at reproducing shoreline change at different beaches. Davidson and Turner [2009]
and Davidson et al. [2010] employed X in their rate ‘‘forcing’’ term, while Davidson et al. [2013] and Splinter
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Figure 11. Modeled beach state NMSE (normalized mean square error) for Torrey Pines sections T2, T3, T4, T5, and T8, using different
model formulations (see legend).
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et al. [2013, 2014] preferred a term proportional to H
ffiffiffi
T
p

. Davidson and Turner [2009], Davidson et al. [2010,
2013], and Splinter et al. [2013, 2014] suggested X is an important parameter for modeling shoreline dise-
quilibrium. Steeper waves (large H/T) may be more efficient at moving sediment, however Stockdon et al.
[2006] suggests that runup at the shoreline during storms increases as HT2, suggesting a drastically different
dependence on wave period. Although almost certainly important to sediment transport, there is no data-
based reason to include wave period in the present model. A simple sinusoidal three-parameter fit (ampli-
tude, frequency, and phase) to the temporal amplitude provides a baseline (black cross in Figure 11) that is
outperformed by all model versions except when Eeq is constant.

6. Discussion

6.1. Equilibrium Beach Profile Model
The first mode EOF demonstrates some skill at profile reconstruction (Figures 4e and 5b), and the first
mode temporal amplitude A is well modeled at the selected sections (Figure 8c).
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Figure 12. Torrey Pines section T8. (a) Observed and modeled equilibrium wave energy, E and Eeq, versus time for 4 months. Times t1 through t4 are labeled. (b–e) Modeled, observed
(when available), and equilibrium profiles (demeaned) for times t1 through t4. The modeled profile (blue dashed) is evolving toward the equilibrium profile (red dotted) at each time
step. (b) At t1, the bermed beach is in equilibrium with the low E. (c) At t2, the beach is out of equilibrium with the high E, and the beachface begins to erode while the offshore bar
accretes. (d) By t3, the barred beach is almost in equilibrium with the high E. (e) At t4, E is low, and the barred beach begins to recover. Observations were acquired at t1 and t4 (black in
Figures 12b and 12e). Elevation versus cross-shore distance for (f) mean and equilibrium profiles and (g) observed and modeled profiles.
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6.1.1. Profile Model Formulation
As suggested by Yates et al. [2009a], the profile model uses the form of the first mode EOF reconstruction,

z x; tð Þ5W xð ÞA tð Þ1hz x; tð Þi; (9)

where hi is the time mean, EOF analysis provides the spatial weights, W, and the temporal amplitude, A, is
modeled with equilibrium equations (1)–(3). The profile model cannot outperform the skill of the first mode
EOF reconstruction that it emulates. With N modeled cross-shore locations, W gives the N 2 1 additional
empirical parameters that extend the state model to the profile (W 5 1 at the shoreline). The equilibrium
beach profile is calculated using equations (4) and (9),

zeq x; tð Þ5W xð Þ E tð Þ2b
a

	 

1hz x; tð Þi: (10)

Beach profile evolution at T8 for 4 months (period highlighted in gray in Figures 8 and 14) is shown in Fig-
ure 12. At the end of summer, the mildly bermed beach is in equilibrium (the blue dashed modeled profile
is approximately the same as the red dotted equilibrium profile in Figure 12b) with the low E waves (19 Sep-
tember, time t1, Figure 12a). For 2 months, E is low (Figure 12a), only briefly exceeds Eeq, and little beach
change is predicted (not shown). With the higher energy waves between 18 December and 10 January,
E> Eeq (Figure 12a), the bermed beach is out of equilibrium (Figure 12c) and evolves toward a barred profile
(Figure 12d). After E subsides at t4, the barred beach is predicted to recover (Figure 12e).

Equilibrium profiles from all beach sites (shown in Figure 13 for low and moderate E 5 0.01 m2 and 0.2 m2,
Hs 5 0.4 and 1.8 m, respectively) differ from the x2=3 shape proposed by Bruun [1954] and others. Equilib-
rium profiles for higher E (not shown) often contain a nonphysically large offshore bar. However, the non-
physical bar is not predicted to develop for the field conditions, because high wave energy only persists
briefly and equilibrium is not reached. For example at T8, with the present calibration, the offshore bar will
exceed MSL if waves with E 5 0.5 m2 (Hs 5 2.8 m) persist on an initially accreted profile of beach state A 5 1
for longer than about 4.5 months. During the calibration period, waves only exceeded E 5 0.5 m2 during
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(d) Equilibrium Profile Fluctuations, E = 0.01 m2
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(b) Equilibrium Profiles, E = 0.2 m2
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(e) Equilibrium Profile Fluctuations, E = 0.2 m2
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Figure 13. (a) Equilibrium beach profiles at sections representative of each beach site (see legend) for E 5 0.01 m2 (Hs 5 0.4 m). (b) Same as Figure 13a but with E 5 0.2 m2 (Hs 5 1.8 m).
(c) Mean profiles. (d) Same as Figure 13a but with mean removed. (e) Same as Figure 13b but with mean removed.
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Figure 14. (a–e) Torrey Pines section T8 observed (blue curve with circles) and modeled (red) sand level fluctuations versus time. The mean sand elevations (see labels) range from (a)
11 m to (e) 25 m. Open blue circles in Figures 14a and 14b are subaerial surveys, not used in profile model calibration or evaluation. (f) Mean and range (see legend) of model misfit ver-
sus time. Gray bar is Figure 12 time period. (g) R2 versus cross-shore distance. The profile model (red) works well (R2> 0.5) near the shoreline (x 5 0) and in 4–5 m mean depth
(x 5 2200 m), and generally follows the R2 of the EOF reconstruction (blue curve is from Figure 4e). Additional errors from the imperfect modeling of the beach state, A (Figures 8b and
8c) are relatively small.
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brief episodic storms (Figure 2d). The present model therefore cannot be extrapolated to periods of large
waves much longer than used in the calibration. Given such observations, the profile model response can
be calibrated and adjusted as necessary by altering equations (1)–(3).
6.1.2. Profile Model Skill and Error
Time series of modeled and observed sand elevations at various cross-shore locations are shown in Figures
14a–14e at T8. Note that the time series detailed in Figure 12 (shaded gray in Figures 8 and 14) is relatively
well modeled with small absolute error (Figure 14f). Additional modeled and observed profiles are in sup-
porting information Figure S2. Model error (Figure 14f) and skill (dashed red line with squares in Figure 14g)
vary across the profile consistent with the performance of the first EOF mode reconstruction (solid blue line
with circles in Figure 14g). Model skill is high near the shoreline (mean depths 0, 11 m) and at the typical
winter bar location (mean depths 24 and 25 m). Offshore (mean depth 28 m), the skill is low, but changes
are small (standard deviation in Figures 3 and 4e).

The model fails most significantly midprofile (x 5 2100 m), where skill is low (Figures 14c and 14g) and sig-
nal (standard deviation of observed elevations; Appendix A) is high (red dash-dotted curve in Figure 4e).
Here the profile model fails because the EOF 1 reconstruction fails. EOF 1 reconstructs the data with a rock-
ing motion, and the middepth profile tends to be at the node (x 5 2125 m, Figure 4b), so the model-
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Figure 15. Profile model performance at the 12 modeled sections. (a) R2 between observed and model sand level versus mean elevation
and alongshore section (R2 is coded by color and symbol, see bar at top). (b) Number of modeled cross-shore locations with total R2> 0.5.
(c) Global NMSE (normalized mean square error).
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reconstructed elevation fluctuations are small (red in Figure 14c). Extending the equilibrium profile model
equations (1)–(10) with EOF mode 2 or complex EOF mode 1 (CEOF 1) did not show promise for improving
overall model performance (Appendix C).

The profile model performance is similar to T8 at all 12 sandy beach sections located away from significant
sediment sources and sinks (Figure 15). The number of cross-shore locations with R2> 0.5 varies between 4
and 8 out of 11–12 (Figures 15a and 15b) and global NMSE< 0.6 (Figure 15c). Global NMSE is calculated by
concatenating the time series at all cross-shore locations and calculating the NMSE (Appendix A).
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Figure 16. Beach profile model global NMSE versus years of parameter calibration. Standard deviation (scatter bars) includes variability
from both different test periods and alongshore sections (T2, T3, T4, T5, and T8 are used). The number of cases for each years of calibration
class is 1 year (50), 2 years (25), 3 years (15) tests, 4 years (10), 5 years (10), and 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 years (5).

Figure 17. Equivalent sand level change versus time at T8. Curves are observed (solid) and modeled (dashed). Typically, the amount of
sand exchanged between the bar and beach face (standard deviation of elevation change, rz0 , triangles) is much larger than lost (or
gained) integrated over the profile (mean change, z0 , circles, where absolute value is plotted with negative values shown as hollow
circles).
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6.1.3. Profile Model Calibration Duration
Profile model performance changes with calibration duration (Figure 16). Both the beach state parameters,
a, b, and C6, determined by optimization, and the spatial shape function parameters, W(x), determined by
EOF analysis, are considered in the calibration. With 1 year of calibration, global NMSE is close to 1, so the
prediction is not better than predicting the mean profile. Global NMSE decreases with 2 and 3 years of cali-
bration, but then flattens out, qualitatively similar to the results for shoreline model calibrations [Yates et al.,
2009a; Splinter et al., 2013]. Including the El Ni~no winter in the calibration period reduces errors during El
Ni~no, but slightly degrades model performance for the rest of the time series (not shown).
6.1.4. Nonconservation of Mass
The cross-shore integrated difference between successive transects does not sum to zero, either in the
observations or model. Mass on a transect is not conserved. The elevation fluctuation (Figures 12b–12e) of
each observed and modeled profile is interpolated to a uniformly spaced cross-shore grid. The equivalent
thickness is the cross-shore average of the interpolated elevation fluctuation, z0 at each observed or mod-
eled survey. An equivalent thickness of a uniform layer over the transect, z0 , is usually <j10j cm at T8 (solid
curve with large red circles in Figure 17), approximately the expected GPS bias error. Mass is less conserved
at some other sections, and equivalent z0 of 20–30 cm, larger than the likely measurement errors, are not
uncommon. The model z0 (dashed curve with small red circles in Figure 17) can also reach 20–30 cm (not
shown) but tends to be much smaller and noisy, and fails to simulate observed changes in mass on a tran-
sect. In contrast, the model better reproduces the larger rz0 , the standard deviation of the elevation fluctua-
tion across the profile at each survey (between about 10 and 70 cm, blue curves with triangles in Figure 17).
Modeled rz0 are smaller than observed rz0 , because only spatially coherent fluctuations are modeled.
6.1.5. Changing Water Levels
Southern California water levels are dominated by tides with spring elevation changes up to 2.7 m. Storm
surge is usually small, although wave-induced setup can raise water levels by more than a meter [Flick and
Badan-Dangon, 1989], and El Ni~no events may raise water levels as much as 30 cm. The timing of wave

Figure 18. EOF 1 at Duck, south of the research pier. (a) Temporal amplitude. (b) Spatial amplitude (solid blue curve with circles, left axis)
and mean profile (dashed red curve with squares, right axis). (c) R2 of reconstruction shows the first mode only well describes the upper
beach; changes in the rest of the profile are incoherent with the upper beach. Analysis of various alongshore subsections and over the
entire reach at Duck all yield similar results.
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events relative to water level
can be important for profile
change [Coco et al., 2014].
Here the EOF-derived profile
weights W(x) allow the upper
profile to move even if it is
not wet. Observations with
higher time resolution, that
resolve changes with tidal
level during storms, are
needed to develop and test
an equilibrium profile model
extended to include changing
water levels. A model modi-
fied to include variable water
levels could use a coordinate
origin (x 5 0) that varies with
water level (similar to Bruun
[1962] and discussed concep-
tually in Castelle et al. [2014]),
rather than the location of
the shoreline on the average
profile used here.

6.2. Model Failure at Duck,
NC
Shoreline equilibrium models
succeed at beaches with a
range of morphologies includ-
ing multibarred beaches with
alongshore variations [Miller
and Dean, 2004; Davidson
et al., 2013; Splinter et al., 2013,
2014; Castelle et al., 2014], but
fail at the alongshore nonuni-
form multibarred Duck Beach,
NC [Miller and Dean, 2004;
Splinter et al., 2014]. The pres-
ent profile model also fails. The

profile model depends fundamentally on spatially coherent fluctuations across the profile, yet only locations
with mean depths 0, 1, and 2 m are described well by the first EOF at Duck (Figure 18c). This contrasts with the
southern California beaches, where offshore and near-shoreline locations are strongly coupled. In addition, the
amplitude function A (Figure 18a) varies at longer than annual time scales and does not follow the present
equilibrium framework (not shown). Even when averaging over longer alongshore spans and band passing to
isolate the small annual signal, the Duck profile was not equilibrium like according to the present model (not
shown). Plant et al. [1999, 2001] showed that bars at Duck migrate toward an equilibrium location. Complex
EOFs (CEOFs) better reconstruct the Duck observations [Ruessink, 2003] and their potential application in
an equilibrium profile model similar to the bar crest position model of Plant et al. [1999] is discussed in
Appendix C.

The reasons for the dramatically different profile evolution at Duck and southern California are unknown.
Although the Duck wavefield is seasonal, similar to southern California (Figure 19a), the shoreline and other
cross-shore locations (not shown) have a small annual signal, and are dominated by lower frequencies (Fig-
ure 19b) [Plant et al., 1999; Pianca et al., 2015]. The evolution of complex two-dimensional morphology (e.g.,
bar attachment, detachment, and straightening) has been studied extensively at several beaches, including

Figure 19. (a) Wave energy spectra of Duck waverider buoy (red solid line with circles) and
T8 MOP model (blue dashed line with squares). Both have energetic peaks at the annual fre-
quency. (b) Shoreline elevation fluctuation spectra at Duck (south of the pier) and T8. Torrey
shoreline fluctuations have a strong annual signal but the Duck shoreline is dominated by
low-frequency variability.
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Duck [Lippmann and Holman, 1990; Holland, 1998; Konicki and Holman, 2000; Plant et al., 2006]. The research
pier also induces alongshore variations [Plant et al., 1999; Pianca et al., 2015]. Perhaps, even when along-
shore averaged (with or without the vicinity of the pier excluded), these 2-D bar-dominated morphologies
are fundamentally different than southern California. The steep foreshore, cross-shore variations in grain
size, and exposure to hurricanes and Nor’easters at Duck may also play a role [Larson and Kraus, 1994; Plant
et al., 1999; Pianca et al., 2015].

7. Summary and Conclusions

EOF analysis of profile evolution shows (consistent with previous work) that sandy southern California
beaches located away from significant sediment sources and sinks exhibit an annual cross-shore rocking
behavior, where the profile adjusts from barred in winter to bermed in summer. At these 12 (of 19) well-
behaved sections, the temporal amplitude A of the first mode EOF is a measure of beach profile state.
The observations suggest beach state change rate dA/dt depends on both incident wave energy and the
present beach state. This is consistent with the equilibrium hypothesis; there is an equilibrium profile for
every incident wave condition, and the profile evolves toward equilibrium at a rate proportional to the
disequilibrium: the distance from the present to the equilibrium state. The same moderate wave condi-
tions will erode an already accreted beach face (creating an offshore bar), and accrete an already eroded
beach face.

A simple beach state model, driven by hourly wave energy, is used to quantify the equilibrium hypothesis
at the 12 sections well described by the first EOF. The three or four parameter beach state model for A
has high skill (R2> 0.75), although the model free parameters are not well constrained. Globally optimized
parameters perform almost as well as section-specific values. The beach state model is extended to
describe the profile using the spatial weights of the first EOF. The EOF-based equilibrium beach profile
differs from the classic x2=3 profile. The profile model has high skill where the EOF reconstruction is also
skillful and fails where the EOF reconstruction fails, most notably at middepths. After a few years of cali-
bration with quarterly observations, skill does not increase with longer calibration. The model overpre-
dicts shoreline erosion and offshore accretion during the anomalously energetic storms of the El Ni~no
2010, and cannot be extrapolated for use in persistent large wave conditions. Increasing the equilibrium
model complexity may be problematic because equally plausible modifications to the somewhat arbitrary
modeling assumptions can yield similar (or no improvement in) model performance. The equilibrium pro-
file model is crude and simplistic and does not necessarily conserve mass or momentum. It does repro-
duce selected observations well (using empirical parameters), supports the equilibrium hypothesis, and
provides a baseline skill level for comparable predictions by physics-based process models. Physics-based
process models are needed to quantify the complex fluid and sediment dynamics underlying the
observed macroscopic equilibrium behavior, to determine the role of the neglected alongshore transport,
and to explore causes of model failure.

Appendix A: Statistical Definitions

With fluctuation x05x2hxi, where hxi is mean, definitions are,

Standard deviation: rx5
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
hx02i

p
; (A1)

Skill: R25
hx0y0i2

r2
xr

2
y
; (A2)

Root2mean2square error: RMSE5

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
hðy2xÞ2i

q
; (A3)

Normalized mean square error: NMSE5
h y2xð Þ2i

r2
x

; (A4)

Percent error: % error5100
y2x

maxðxÞ2minðxÞ : (A5)
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Appendix B: EOF Analysis Method

The data set is decomposed with standard methods as

~z0 tð Þ5
XN

i51

Ai tð Þ~w i; (B1)

where ~w i are orthonormal basis vectors (EOFs),

~wT
i ~w j5dij; (B2)

with length N (the number of spatial locations). The temporal amplitudes

Ai5~w
T
i
~z0 ; (B3)

are also orthogonal

hAiAji5dijhAi
2i: (B4)

With ~W a matrix with columns of the basis vectors ~w i , and ~D a diagonal matrix with elements equal to the
variance of each Ai, (B1) is rewritten as the eigenvalue problem

h~z0~z0 Ti~W 5~W~D; (B5)

where the diagonal of ~D are the eigenvalues, and columns of ~W are the eigenvectors, or EOFs. The EOF eigen-
value problem is solved with a singular decomposition [Kelly, 1988] and uses the convention that spatial weight
~w i51 at the average shoreline position, x 5 0. The first mode reconstruction, A1~w1, explains the most variance
in the data set. Here A and W refer to the first mode A1 and ~w1, respectively, unless otherwise specified.

Appendix C: EOF Mode 2 and CEOF Mode 1

The profile model has poor skill at middepths and offshore because the first EOF does not well reconstruct
the profile at these locations (Figures 4e, 5b, 14g, and 15a). Vertical fluctuations at the deeper locations are
small and relatively noisy. At middepths, however, the elevation fluctuations are large (Figures 3 and 4e).
The node of the EOF 1 standing wave is at the poorly modeled middepth part of the profile (Figures 4b and
4e, blue solid line in Figures C1b and C1c). If elevation changes are best described by a propagating wave,
at least two EOF standing wave modes, or one CEOF mode would be necessary to describe the profile evo-
lution. We explored the behavior of EOF mode 2 and complex EOF (CEOF) mode 1 for ways to extend the
EOF mode 1-based equilibrium profile framework, but these modes did not show promise for improving
overall model skill in southern California.

While EOF 2 does have large spatial amplitude (red dashed line in Figure C1b) and some skill at middepths (red
dashed line in Figure C1c), the temporal amplitude does not behave in a manner consistent with well-
organized cross-shore propagation (red dashed line in Figure C1a) for which we expect the EOF 2 temporal
amplitude (with positive spatial amplitude at middepth) to be large and positive where EOF 1 temporal ampli-
tude is near zero (compare blue solid and red dashed lines in Figure C1a). (Similarly, we would expect EOF 2
temporal amplitude to be large and negative where EOF 1 temporal amplitude is extreme.) This is not the case.

CEOF analysis [Horel, 1984] has been widely used to study sandbar migration, notably Ruessink [2003]. CEOF anal-
ysis is performed in the same manner as traditional EOF analysis (Appendix B) except that ~z0 is replaced by ~z0 ,

~z05~z01iH ~z0
n o

; (C1)

where H is the Hilbert transform. By considering only the first mode, which again explains the majority of
the variance in the observations, an approximation for~z is recovered,

~z0 x; tð Þ � M xð ÞV tð Þcos h xð Þ2w tð Þ½ �; (C2)

where M(x) is the spatial envelope of the bar amplitude, V(t) represents the normalized temporal variations
in M(x), and h(x) and wðtÞ are the spatial and temporal phase, respectively. M(x) (thick black line, left axis in
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Figure C1b) and V(t) (thick black line, left axis in Figure C1a) are the absolute values of the now complex first
mode spatial eigenfunction, W, and temporal amplitude, A, respectively. Spatial phase h (thin green line,
right axis in Figure C1b) and temporal phase w (thin green line, right axis in Figure C1a) are defined as,

h xð Þ5arctan
=fW xð Þg
<fW xð Þg

� �
; (C3)

w xð Þ5arctan
=fA tð Þg
<fA tð Þg

� �
; (C4)

where <fg and =fg denote real and imaginary parts, respectively. Bar length is defined as,

L xð Þ5 2p
Dh xð Þ : (C5)

Time periods with relatively high temporal and spatial resolution at T2, T3, T4, T5, and T8 were used to com-
pare EOF mode 1 and 2 to CEOF mode 1 in southern California. These observations were interpolated to uni-
formly spaced spatial and temporal grids. At T8, EOF modes 1 and 2 explain 54% and 21% of the data
variance, respectively, while CEOF mode 1 explains 70%. Compared with the barred beaches in Ruessink
[2003], CEOF 1 temporal amplitude variations are large (Figure C1a), spatial amplitude is small (Figure C1b),
and the reconstruction does not describe a large unbroken region of the profile (R2 is fairly low, Figure C1c).
Bar length (not shown) is noisy except around x 5 2150 to 2100 m (mean depth �2–3 m) where LðxÞ � 250
m, consistent with Ruessink [2003].

A possible way to extend the equilibrium framework by using the first CEOF is to assume that the temporal
magnitude is constant and temporal phase is equilibrium like. The dotted line in Figure C1c shows how CEOF
1 reconstruction skill is further degraded by assuming the temporal magnitude is constant. After this simplifi-
cation, CEOF 1 is not a much better reconstruction than EOF 1. Furthermore, the temporal phase is only
slightly correlated with the equilibrium-like EOF 1 temporal amplitude (Figure C1a). For these reasons, we
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Figure C1. EOF modes 1 and 2 and CEOF mode 1 at T8. (a) Temporal amplitude (and CEOF temporal phase, right axis) versus time. (b) Spatial amplitude (and unwrapped CEOF spatial
phase, right axis) versus cross-shore distance. (c) R2 of the reconstruction versus cross-shore distance. The dotted black line shows CEOF 1 reconstruction skill when V (thick black line in
Figure C1a) is forced to equal 1.
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prefer the EOF model formulation in southern California. A CEOF-based equilibrium profile model of this sort
would be similar to the bar crest position model of Plant et al. [1999] and Pape et al. [2010] and would likely
be more suited for the barred beaches similar to those described in Ruessink [2003] including Duck, NC.
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